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Abstract. Business process modeling methodologies need to pay atten-
tion to (1) the changing and distributed nature of business process, and
(2) the contextual and tacit nature of the knowledge that operational
actors have regarding business process. However, available methodolo-
gies offer little guidance to these concerns. This paper describes how
to model business process models from work practices, using the BAM
methodology. BAM is a methodology for business process modeling, su-
pervision and improvement that works at two dimensions; the dimension
of processes and the dimension of work practices. The paper illustrates
BAM’s business process discovery approach, which encompasses learning
and modeling subphases, with a case study in an organizational setting.
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1 Introduction

Business process modeling (BPM) specializes on describing how activities inter-
act and relate with each other, as well as their relationship with other business
concepts such as goals and resources, where resources may be informational
entities and human or automated actors. Business Process Modeling (BPM)
methodologies are supported by data collection techniques including interviews,
surveys, text/document analysis, among others. Nevertheless, it is argued that
existing BPMmethodologies are not appropriate to elicit the continuously evolv-
ing knowledge that is required in building business process models. Process-
centric approaches tend to emphasize process (workflow, decision, information,
activities) as the dominant dimension [1]. However, BPM would benefit from
a better understanding of other elements that contribute to process execution
such as interactions between activities, people, products, information and other
resources. A further limitation stems from the tacit nature of process knowledge.
Indeed, many organizations simply do not know their end-to-end processes ac-
curately or in detail, since their process knowledge is tacit and decentralized [2].
Recent research in BPM is aiming to address the unpredictability of business
processes [3,4], but there is yet little guidance in how to address the problem of
tacit knowledge business process model maintenance.
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Work practice is a concept that originates in socio-technical systems, business
anthropology, work systems design and management science [5]. Work practices
are the behaviors expressed as action patterns of specific individuals, performing
specific activities, in specific circumstances. Work practices involve people en-
gaging in activities over time, not only with each other, but also with machines,
tools, documents, and other artifacts. The importance of discovering work prac-
tices to improve user support has been acknowledged in [6, 7]. Work practice
modelling is also important to (1) address concerns disregarded by BPM such
as providing a deeper understanding of the human activities composing business
processes, and (2) assessing the alignment between process models and actual
execution [8].

This paper describes how to model business processes from work practices
using the Business Alignment Methodology (BAM). BAM is a multidisciplinary
approach aimed at modeling, supervising and improving business process mod-
els, paying attention not only to process but to product, information and human
dimensions through actual work practices. This approach is driven by three
main ideas; first, that organizations need to model business process descrip-
tions through a collaborative approach involving not only business analysts and
process owners, but also all operational actors. Second, the dynamic nature of or-
ganizations and their environments results in frequently changing work practices
that affect the pace of change in business processes. Third, BAM acknowledges
the frequently tacit nature of the knowledge that operational use in executing
business process knowledge.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; section 2 summarizes
related work on business process modeling, work practice modeling and context
modeling. Section 3 summarizes BAM methodology. Section 4 illustrates the first
phase of the proposed methodology with a case study in a real organizational
setting. Section 5 outlines our conclusions and outlook.

2 Related Work

2.1 Business Process Modeling

Several BPM frameworks propose describe the ways of building business process
representations. Some approaches are systematic and detailed methodologies
encompassing a set of procedures, techniques and tools to support the business
process model construction. BPM methodological procedures involve of several
steps and include descriptions of the inputs and outputs of each step [9, 10,
11]. Data collection techniques involve combinations of techniques drawn from
the field of qualitative research, and include focused interviews, workshops and
surveys. In some cases, templates to support data collection are also provided.
These templates facilitate the recording of the model components (e.g. list of
human and automated actors) and the relationship between them (e.g. actors of
a given activity).
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The semiotic-based approach developed by Dietz [12] provides a language-
action perspective (LAP) methodology that guides the construction of business
process models. Data sources are textual descriptions of the enterprise opera-
tion (no specific collection techniques are provided). Dietz conceptualizes oper-
ations at 3 levels; (1) performa (data), (2) informa (information) and (3) forma
(transactions). Once collected, the descriptions are analyzed using two tech-
niques (performa-informa-forma and coordination-actors-production analysis)
that perform a semantic analysis of these descriptions. In the former, sentences
corresponding to the performa, informa and forma levels are distinguished with
different colors. The latter uses different types of brackets to distinguish actors,
coordination acts and production acts.

2.2 Work Practice Modelling

Research efforts in work practice modelling aim at supporting system devel-
opment. Pomerol and Brezillon developed a context model and representation
language [13]. A premise of this work is that the main distinction between op-
erational practices is the context where these practice apply. Their model of
context relates the notion of context and knowledge. Sierhuis [7] propose an
activity-based multi-agent modelling environment to model work practices. The
authors develop a notion of situatedness supported by the following concepts; (1)
people and knowledge, (2) situated action, (3) situated cognition, (4) situated
learning and (5) autopoiesis. As a result, the representation language BRAHMS
(Business Redesign Agent-based Holistic Modelling System) was developed to
model knowledge in situated actions and learning in human activities.

These approaches regard the particularities of the agents performing activi-
ties and situations. Nonetheless, they were developed for systems development
purposes. Consequently, the set of concepts provided require specialized skills
and are thus too complex for the non-technical personnel typically involved
in organizational analysis. Their linkage to other enterprise views is also not
fully explored. An aspect not addressed in detail are the corresponding model
building methods. Pomerol and Brezillon research focus more on work practice
representation than the methods to capture it. Whereas the Brahms language
is complemented with a systematic method to build the model, little detail is
provided about how to capture work practice. Lundberg and Berquist [14] specif-
ically focus this issue and describe a combined ethnographical approach, labelled
by the authors as “eclectic ethnography”, to capture work practice for systems
design.

2.3 Context Notions and Modelling Approaches

Work practice research shows the relevance of the notion of context. Nevertheless,
despite several efforts to achieve a shared understanding around this notion, [15],
the definition of context remains dependent on its application area. In cognitive
sciences, B. Kokinov [16] developed a dynamic theory of context that defines it as
the set of all entities that influence human (or system’s) behavior on a particular
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occasion. The main principles of the dynamic theory of context are: (1) context is
a state of the mind, (2) context has no clear-cut boundaries, (3) context consists
of all associatively relevant elements and (4) context is dynamic. Sociological
approaches typically regard context as networks of entities (people, actors/agents
and artifacts), that emerge from the interactions among them. Whereas some
focus on the network elements, others focus on its emergent properties. In the
latter case, context is regarded as sets of rules and resources that support and
define interactions patterns among agents [17]. Activity Theory [18] and Actor-
Network Theory [19] have been used in modelling social contexts.

In computer sciences, context is viewed as a collection of things (sentences,
propositions, assumptions, properties, procedures, rules, facts, concepts, con-
straints, sentences, etc) associated to some specific situation (environment, do-
main, task, agents, interactions, conversations, etc). The artificial intelligence
field has developed an extensive research on context. In a pioneer work, Mc-
Carthy [20] introduces contexts as abstract mathematical entities to allow ax-
ioms valid within limited contexts to be expanded to transcend its original limi-
tations. In problem solving, Pomerol and Brézillon define context as the implicit
constrains of each step of a problem. The notion of context developed by these au-
thors is used in modeling problem solving practices at work. In human-computer
interaction, Dey et al. [21] define context as any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of entities. In context-aware computing, Dourish [22]
draws from sociological approaches and proposes taking a different stance on
the notion of context. Dourish argues that (1) rather than a kind of information,
context is a relational property holding between objects or activities, (2) con-
textual features are defined dynamically, (3) context is specific to each activity
or action, and (4) rather than separated from activity, context arises from the
activity.

3 Business Alignment Methodology (BAM)

Research on business process modeling (section 2.1) and work practice modeling
(section 2.2) are addressed separately and focus mostly on modeling languages.
The novelty of BAM results from acknowledging and integrating work practice
and business process views of business operations within a single methodological
framework.

The BAM methodology (see figure 1) proposes a two-dimensional approach,
encompassing three phases: (1) Business Process Discovery, (2) Business Process
Supervision and (3) Business Process Assessment and Improvement. Business
Process Discovery provides an initial process specification through interviews and
collaborative methods. Business Process Supervision assures that daily practices
follow base business process models. Business Process Assessment and Improve-
ment allows analyzing performance measures to improve and refine business
process models. Since the goal of this paper is to illustrate results from the Busi-
ness Process Discovery phase and due to space limitations, this phase will be
described in more detail than the remaining phases.
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Each phase integrates two dimensions: (1) Process and (2) Practice. The Prac-
tice dimension explores day-to-day work based on individual and group actions
and practices. This dimension captures and represents in various ways on-site
information needed to systematically validate business process models. This di-
mension entails addressing the knowledge that operational actors (represented
by individuals or groups), have of their own actions. In the practice dimension,
knowledge is local and frequently tacit, thus it is hard to formalize. The Prac-
tice dimension covers information needed to systematically support or reject
many process decisions based on the result of daily experiences. In the Process
dimension, business analysts discover, review and improve business process de-
scriptions, based on information of the Practice dimension. The process dimen-
sion addresses knowledge that crosses functional divisions and organizational
boundaries (clients, suppliers). Therefore, organizational processes embody spe-
cific accumulated knowledge that is not confined to particular individuals or
groups. This knowledge, which is explicit, needs to be transmitted and shared
among the individuals and groups working at the functional divisions responsi-
ble for executing the corresponding business process. The process dimension also
addresses the need of continuous business process supervision and improvement
as a reaction to fast-changing environments in the business world. These two
dimensions, Practice and Process, will ensure the proper structure to articulate
individual, group and organizational knowledge with the knowledge of business
analysts.

3.1 Business Process Discovery

The main goal of a Business Process Discovery (BPD) is to get personal descrip-
tions of business processes from work practice descriptions. BPD phase aims at
developing an organizational profile of people, activities, technology, and infor-
mation in order to capture actual business processes. This phase includes two
main subphases: (1) Learning (Eliciting) Business (LB) and (2) Modeling Busi-
ness (MB).

Learning Business. The Learning Business subphase encompasses three ac-
tivities; (1) kickoff meeting, (2) eliciting information of practice and process,
and (3) elaborating preliminary practice and process descriptions. The kickoff
meeting communicates operational actors the goal and procedures of the BPD
phase. Information elicitation is accomplished according to the nature of each
dimension. The outcome of this subphase are preliminary descriptions of both
work practices and business processes.

Practice Dimension. In our framework, work practices are defined in terms of
action patterns, that is, recurrent action sequences. Due to its local nature, work
practices vary according the context of execution. Moreover, operational actors
are often unaware of their recurrent action patterns. Hence, instead of conduct-
ing standard interviews and workshops, the approach to elicit work practices is
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Fig. 1. BAM overview

accomplished as follows: (1) Capturing daily actions, (2) Identifying action and
interaction contexts created by related actions, and (3) discovering recurrent
action patterns within contexts.

Capturing daily actions creates action repositories, where each action is reg-
istered as <actor, action, resource> triples. Actions refer to fined-grained op-
erations of actors’ daily work. Actions are identified with verbs taken from the
vocabulary shared among operational actors. Resources may involve informa-
tion, tools, materials or even human knowledge not yet externalized in external
sources. Resources are described with nouns or nominal phrases using actors’
own vocabulary. Actions may be communicative or not communicative. Com-
municative actions involves two actors; a sender and a receiver.

Understanding the meaning of actions requires situating them in a particular
context. Drawing on the sociological perspective (section 2.3), we regard contexts
as situations resulting from the interactions between an actor and resources or
between different actors. Such interactions are reflected in actions. Action con-
texts are defined as situations created by action streams performed by one or
more operational actors. Action streams performed by a single individual create
personal action contexts. Interaction streams i.e. communicative actions ex-
changed between two or more actors that are part of a single conversation, create
interaction contexts. Under this definition, action and interaction contexts are
uncovered by grouping sequences of actions related to a given situation. Once
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identified, contexts are analyzed in order to discover recurrent action patterns
within them. It is noteworthy that action and interaction contexts and patterns
are not generic. Rather they refer to specific persons, places a time periods.

Process Dimension. The action patterns discovered at the practice dimension
are then analyzed and discussed by operational actors and business analysts in
order to define business processes, as well as the business activities and resources,
composing business processes. This discussion entails an aggregation process
that is accomplished in a bottom-up fashion. However, a top-down application
of high-level knowledge of the organization such as organizational goals and
strategies is required in driving the definition of business process. The dynamic
interplay between these two dimensions (practice and process dimensions) shows
the synergy between key operational actors and activities described by business
analysts involved in BPD.

Learning subphase roles. The Learning Business subphase involves two roles; (1)
operational actors are responsible for registering daily actions and identifying
action and interaction contexts and (2) business analysts who are responsible
for conducting the kickoff meeting, discovering action patterns, and associating
them to business activities, roles, and resources.

Modeling Business. The subphase Modeling Business, involves several stake-
holders (business analyst, process owner, organizational unit responsible and
operational actors) that perform three interrelated activities (1) model construc-
tion; (2) model revision and evaluation and negotiation and (3) model approval.
These activities support a negotiation process that if successful, results in a
shared view of the process. Finally, the model approval activity concludes the
interaction process and collaboration among the parties involved in a business
process model specification by approving or rejecting the model. The techniques
used in model construction vary according the dimension.

Practice Dimension. The action and patterns identified within particular con-
texts in the previous subphase are shared, discussed among operational actors
and business analysts involved in similar activities in order to identify which
practices yield better results.

Process Dimension. The process representation concerns activities, resources,
decision points and work flows (topology). In the Process dimension, business
analysts use the best practices that lead to business process reviews and im-
provement. Action patterns represent alternative proposals that result from the
execution of different individuals and groups who may act based on different as-
sumptions and meanings. Business analysts then define business process models
based on previously identified best practices.

Modeling subphase roles. The Modeling Business subphase involves four roles;
(1) operational actors are responsible for assessing their practices and identifying
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best practices, (2) organizational unit responsible is responsible for modeling
work practices (3) business analysts are responsible for helping operational actors
in identifying best practices, and helping the organizational unit responsible in
modeling work practices and (4) process owners are responsible for building
process models based on best practices.

3.2 Business Process Supervision

In the Business Process Supervision (BPS) phase, formal control mechanisms
are designed in order to ensure that operational actors carried out real business
activities as described by business models. Control mechanisms consist of two
main activities: (1) compare work practices with base business process models,
and (2) identify new business process model descriptions. The outcome of this
phase are revised versions of base business process models. This phase ends
when business analysts and operational actors agree that: business process model
describe the detailed behavior that address real needs, major problems have been
solved, business process practices provides some useful value to the organization
and these practices are stable enough to implement a new and improved business
process version.

3.3 Business Process Assessment and Improvement

In this phase, the business analyst analyze change proposals and through a
comparison between base business process models and proposed changes, a new
set of models is build to correct work that is not proceeding well, by showing
where adjustments need to be made. In the end, the results gathered during
assessments enable improvements and consistent refinements in order to produce
an improved set of business process models. This phase ends when all the involved
actors agree that the objectives set during BPD (and modified throughout the
second phase) have been met; especially if all participants are satisfied with the
new business process model version.

4 Case Study

4.1 Organizational Setting

The Business Process Discovery phase of the methodology was tested by a soft-
ware development team of 4 programmers (ages between 25 and 32), and the
project leader (age 35), who performs both programming and project manage-
ment tasks. The team develops web applications for a commercial bank. Team
members perform systems analysis, design, programming, test and maintenance
activities. During the observation period, the team worked on the following appli-
cations; (1) Suppliers, (2) Claims, (3) Client correspondence management (called
Mail application), (4) Evictions and (5) Marketing Campaigns. Being a key user
and a small case, the team manager worked also as the business analyst. The
team manager’s chief played the process owner role.
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4.2 Business Process Discovery Results

The research goal and data collection methods were discussed in a briefing ses-
sion. Worksheets with templates to registered actions were distributed. In or-
der to achieve some standardization regarding the terms used, the meeting also
served to discuss typical action names and resources.

Fig. 2. Some registered actions

Learning phase - Practice dimension. A set of 534 actions was manually col-
lected through a three-week observation period. Figure 2 shows an extract of
an action log that illustrates the structure defined for actions. Due to human
multitasking, grouping actions in personal contexts is essential to distinguish
related from unrelated actions. This separation is made through the notion of
personal contexts. Personal contexts are discovered by grouping together action
sequences performed by a given individual and belonging to a given situation
or topic. Such groupings allow defining context features such as frequent action
types and resources, and labeling each context.

Fig. 3. Carla’s personal context “Development Support”

Figure 3 depicts the context features of the personal contexts of the partici-
pant subject Carla, labeled as “Development Support”. This context is charac-
terized by the keywords answer, help (actions), suppliers application, mail appli-
cation, web services (information items), mail application software (tools); and
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Fig. 4. Some Personal Contexts

alexandre, catarina (human resources). Figure 4 shows some personal contexts
identified for the participants of our case study.

Nonetheless, to properly understand execution, it is not enough to model
personal contexts and individual behaviors. Most tasks are executed by sev-
eral individuals. Hence, it is necessary to identify and characterize interaction
contexts. The analysis of interaction contexts allows to see which resources are
shared (and how) between different individuals.

Fig. 5. Evictions Web Service Action Stream

Whereas personal contexts are identified from action streams of a single in-
dividual, the identification of interaction contexts is made from action streams
from two or more given individuals. Interpersonal contexts relate two specific
personal contexts of interacting individuals. Figure 5 depicts an action stream
created by a problem detected on the ”evictions web service”. This action stream
involves several interactions between Alexandre’s personal action context a3, and
Mariana’s personal action context m6. Interactions involve two actors; a sender
and a receiver. Drawing from Dietz’s work [12], interactions involve in practice
two actions; a coordination act (labeled as action) and a production act (labeled
as embedded action). The coordination act entails the execution of a production
act. The production act has associated resources (labeled as description item
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keywords). Table 1 shows some interaction contexts, and their associated per-
sonal contexts. Notice that the contexts ending with an x, belong to individuals
or groups external to our participant subjects.

Table 1. Some interaction contexts

Interaction Context Personal Contexts Description

ic5 < c2−m8 > suppliers app. support
ic6 < g2− t3 > suppliers app. support
ic7 < g3−m8/m81 > suppliers app. support
ic8 < m1− a4/c3/g5/t6 > team meetings
ic9 < m1− antx > project management reports
ic11 < m3− cgTeamx > integration tests
ic16 < m4/m51/m6 − pubTeamx > software publication

< m7/m8/m10 − pubTeamx >

Identifying interaction contexts allows uncovering actual action patterns used
in executing activities. Hence, interaction contexts allow assessing how these
patterns differ among different groups and from pre-defined business process
models. Table 2 depicts the action patterns identified within the action repository
of this case study. With the data collected, in this case it was possible to identify
recurrent action sequences composed of two to six action types. Actions in italic
represent actions that do not appear within all sequences but that were inferred,
based on the fact that they need to be executed in order for the remaining actions
to take place.

Table 2. Some action patterns

ID Context Name Action Pattern

ic5 suppliers application support 1.request (help) - 2.help
ic6 suppliers application support 1.ask - 2.answer
ic7 suppliers application support 1.request (help) - 2.help

1.request (solve) - 2.solve
ic8 team meetings 1.propose - 2.accept - 3.assist
ic9 project management reports 1.request (update) - 2.update-3.send
ic11 integration tests 1.request (test) - 2.test

1. inform(test results) - 2. test
ic16 software publication 1.request (publication) - 2.perform (publication)

3.test - 4.inform (publication)
5.inform (publication)-6.inform(publication)

Learning subphase - Process dimension. Action patterns uncovered at the Prac-
tice Dimension can be used in a bottom-up fashion to discover actual business
activities, processes, and resources. However, in this case, the organization had
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previously accomplished a business process modeling initiative, having already
identified a list of pre-defined activities composing business processes. Hence,
in this case, action patterns were associated to those activities. Due to space
limitations, we only mention the pre-defined activities related to the action pat-
terns depicted in table 2: (1) Test application components (ic11), (2) Publish
application components (ic16), (3) Support users (ic5, ic6, ic7), (4) Ellaborate
project reports (ic9), and (5) Monitor Project Progress (ic8).

Action repositories include descriptions of the information items, tools, ma-
terials or knowledge used or produced by each action. However, at the process
dimension those items need to be linked with formally defined resources already
associated to given business activities or processes. In this case, a list of such
resources was pre-defined together with business activities. The table depicted
in figure 6 shows the relationships between most frequently found items and
activity resources.

Fig. 6. Associating action resources to activity resources

Modeling subphase - Practice dimension. As aforementioned, the action patterns
found in specific contexts allows uncovering action patterns of specific individu-
als or groups. For example, figure 7 depicts a publication practice of some team
members. This practice was uncovered from the action pattern found in inter-
action context ic16. Notice how practices are specific to particular persons and
tools used by them. It is also noteworthy that a practice maybe related to more
than one formally defined activity. The publication practice includes actions be-
longing to two pre-defined business activities; (1) test and (2) publish software
components. It is important to notice that action repositories were frequently
incomplete. However, the information they provided was enough to “fill in the
blanks”. Actions depicted in solid-line boxes are actions present in the repository.
Traced-line boxes represent actions that were not always present in the reposi-
tory, but operational actors knew they were performed always. Dotted-line boxes
are actions that although were never registered, operational actors acknowledged
them as actions that were executed in between two given registered actions.

Modeling subphase - Process Dimension. After collecting diagrams representing
several practices, the team discussed them and selected the best practices. Best
practices were then used to build a software development process to be shared by
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Fig. 8. Generic Software Development Process

all teams. Figure 8 depicts a process model resulting from this phase. The figure
shows the process that resulted from putting together the best practices related
to software development, or from redefining current practices. The resources
shown in the figure were uncovered as illustrated in figure 6.
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Case Study Evaluation. This phase of BAM was qualitatively evaluated through
a non-structured interview with the team members. From this interview, we
conclude that: (1) though the information acquired from the action repository
was incomplete, missing actions were easily acknowledged to ’filled in’ the rep-
resentations, (2) whereas registering actions manually restricted the number of
actions registered and registration period, this effort was partially compensated
since it minimized the need of meetings and external observers, (4) practice and
processes diagrams provided a common ground in comparing practices among
teams, and with formal process models.

5 Conclusions

This paper illustrates an application of the BAM methodology. Driven by the
decentralized, tacit and dynamic nature of business processes, BAM’s design is
structured in three phases and two dimensions. This paper illustrates the Busi-
ness Discovery phase for its both dimensions i.e Practice and Process, through a
case study conducted in a real organizational setting. Case evaluation was con-
ducted through interviews with all participants, where operational actors found
easy identifying actions and reaching agreements regarding their work practices
since their meaning was very close to their everyday work. All operational actors
found the action repository was very rich and detailed, where missing actions
could be inferred to fill in practice representations, including practices they were
previously unaware of. Both the team manager (business analyst) and the su-
pervisor (process owner) indicated that having work practice descriptions was
very helpful in discovering business processes.

The paper offers a partial illustration of the methodology. More extensive case
studies encompassing the whole methodology, provided with formal evaluation
techniques are required in order to have a more comprehensive evaluation of
BAM. An exploration and development of automated methods for data collection
and analysis are also essential in order to enable larger and longer case studies.
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